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Day’s contents

Repetition from Friday lecture’s contents
”Silver bullets” of interaction design

Introduction to the group + individual tasks of Week 2

User stories/cases, interaction paths and navigation charts

Design patterns for UI navigation (and other interactions)

Exploration of the interaction navigation space to locate a 
suitably framed design challenge for this week
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Repetition from Friday lecture’s
contents
”Silver bullets” of interaction design
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Gestalt laws

Affordances

Conventions and standards

Design fashions



Mental models

= “mostly imagined, dynamic models that we use in 
everyday life to think about the world” 
(Eysenck & Keane, 2000 p. 432)
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Black MirrorGame of Thrones Internet

What are the possible reasons why
the flic does not show?



Sharing of responsibilities: “cognitive offloading”

Pattern recognition

Intuitive interpretation (e.g., 
“reading between the lines”)

Ill-defined problem solving

Creativity

Brute force solutions
Simulations
Generation of alternatives
Automatable and repetitive tasks
Planning in well-defined problem 
spaces
External memory
Checking for human errors

Suggested reading: Kirsh (1995): The intelligent use of space.
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Use both knowledge in the world and in the 
head

Simplify the structure of tasks

Make things visible

Get the mappings right

Exploit the power of constraints

Design for error

When all else fails: Standardize!

Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover 
from errors
Error prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help and documentation

Strive for consistency
Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
Offer informative feedback
Design dialog to yield closure
Offer simple error handling
Permit easy reversal of actions
Support internal locus of control
Reduce short-term memory load

Easy to learn
Efficient
Memorable
Designed for error
Satisfaction

1. Which heuristics you do not understand?
2. Which heuristics do not make sense?



Avoiding cognitive conflicts: 
Multiple resources theory
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4 dimensions:
1. Modalities
2. Stages of 

processing
3. Response types
4. Focal vs 

ambient (only 
the visual 
channel)

+ Motor conflict
(e.g., use of hands)

Image: Ritter et al. (2014). Foundations for Designing User-Centered Systems, p. 140
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Introduction to the group + 
individual tasks of Week 2

Navigation design
Finding a suitably small IX design challenge
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Group task steps

1. Decide the primary ”user stories” or ”use cases” of your
service
= Those uses that provide most benefit for the user and/or are used
most frequently

2. Design the interactions for these cases
”Customer journeys”
Evaluate suitable design patterns that could be used
Use the ”silver bullet” methods from previous lecture to improve your
design

3. Design a navigation chart to understand the bigger picture of 
user’s interaction in your service

4. Identify an IX design challenge
The challenge should be small enough to be studied through the rest
of the project
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Requirements for the group deliverable
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MyCourses presentation: 3 pages consisting of three
annotated portfolios:

Your primary
use case

E.g. a drawing from
your Week 1’s portfolio, 

with annotations
describing details

about the primary task

Navigation chart

Shows a wider context of 
the service (but not a full
navigation chart), with the

parts related to the primary
use case highlighted

Annotations can highlight
navigation patterns that

could be used in the
navigation

Interaction design 
challenge

What is the small part of 
interaction within your

primary use case that is 
tough to solve?

What solutions are do not
work and what solutions

you will investigate?



Friday’s design crit presentation
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Interaction design 
challenge

What is the small part of 
interaction within your

primary use case that is 
tough to solve?

What solutions are do not
work and what solutions

you will investigate?



Personal deliverable

Same structure as last
week
Now focused on 
navigation design
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Your Name

Week X

1. What were your personal goals
this week in the project: what you
tried to achieve / what problem
you wanted to address?

2. How did you build on existing
knowledge (articles, online texts, 
reference products,…)?

3. Illustrate with sketches, 
screenshots etc., from your own
work during the past week, how
you addressed 1 and 2.



Designing the navigation

User stories/cases
Interaction paths
Navigation charts
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Use cases and user stories

Use case:
”a list of actions or event steps typically defining the interactions
between an actor and a system to achieve a goal.” (Wikipedia)

User story: 
”an informal, natural language description of one or more features
of a software system. User stories are often written from the
perspective of an end user or user of a system.” (Wikipedia)

≈ Like use scenarios, but with more focus on defining the
tasks and the features needed by the system
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Official user story format
(as used in agile development)

”As a <type of  user>, I want <some goal> so that <some reason>”

Example:
”As a user that often forgets to stop by at a grocery store, 
I want my notification app to remind me when I am approaching
one of my favorite stores
so that I never forget to do the groceries.”

Group exercise (5 min):
Create one user story for your app

17See e.g., https://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/agile/user-stories



Interaction paths

Think of them as ”customer journeys” with your service
A customer journey map is a visual representation of the process a 
customer or prospect goes through to achieve a goal with your
company. With the help of a customer journey map, you can get a 
sense of your customers' motivations -- their needs and pain 
points. *
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Time span can vary: consider e.g., incrementally attention-grabbing
warning notifications and repeating to-do reminders

* https://blog.hubspot.com/service/customer-journey-map

1 2 3 4 …
action action action action
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1 2 3Tap ”+”

Drag icon
from the
bottom

row to the
edit area

Tap ”cancel”



Sitemaps / Navigation charts

Show relationships between different
screen contents
Can also describe what user actions
will lead from one screen to another
Do not contain visual layouts

Some examples in the next slides
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Group exercise (10 min)

Design an interaction path or a navigation chart for your
user story
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UI 
state A

UI 
state B

User acts or
an event
happens

e.g. 
” Creation

screen for new
reminder”

e.g. 
”main 
page”

Click on 
”save”

UI 
state C

User acts or
an event
happens

User gets
close to 
grocery
store

e.g. 
”Blinking
reminder
screen”



Group exercise, part 2 (10 min)

Extend the previous exercise’s chart so that it becomes a 
bigger navigation chart

UI 
state A

UI 
state B

action or
event UI 

state C

action or
event

UI 
state D

UI 
state E

action or
event UI 

state F

action or
event

UI 
state D

UI 
state E

action or
event UI 

state F

action or
event



Design patterns for UI 
navigation

(and for other interactions)
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Design patterns

” A design pattern is the re-usable form of a solution to a 
design problem” (Wikipedia)

Origin:
Christopher Alexander (architect)
Design patterns described repeatable design solutions to in urban
plannind and house design

In computer science and interaction design:
Highly adopted especially in object-oriented programming
Also in IxD!
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Wizard
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Module tabs Navigation tabs
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Fat footer
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Modal
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Breadcrumbs
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Resources on navigation patterns

UIPatterns.com:
Computer screen oriented
Dozens of patterns organized by their type: Getting input, Dealing with data, 
Navigation, …
All examples in previous slides were from the Navigation section
http://ui-patterns.com

UsabilityGeek:
Mobile UI oriented
6 patterns with short desciptions and examples
https://usabilitygeek.com/ui-patterns-for-navigation-good-ux/

UxPin:
Computer screen oriented
16 patterns
Every pattern presented through Examples, Problem, Solution, and Tips
https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/website-navigation-trends-16-ui-patterns-
completely-deconstructed/
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http://ui-patterns.com/
https://usabilitygeek.com/ui-patterns-for-navigation-good-ux/
https://www.uxpin.com/studio/blog/website-navigation-trends-16-ui-patterns-completely-deconstructed/


More ”patterns”

Single page app design (as in Gmail)

Landing page

Long format instead of a star-like navigation

Responsive design
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Single-page app
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Reminder about this week’s
task
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Group task steps

1. Decide the primary ”user stories” or ”use cases” of your
service
= Those uses that provide most benefit for the user and/or are used
most frequently

2. Design the interactions for these cases
”Customer journeys”
Evaluate suitable design patterns that could be used
Use the ”silver bullet” methods from previous lecture to improve your
design

3. Design a navigation chart to understand the bigger picture of 
user’s interaction in your service

4. Identify an IX design challenge
The challenge should be small enough to be studied through the rest
of the project
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Hamb
urger 
menu

Landing
page

Bread
crumb

Always
visible:

Home 
icon

Fat
footer

Primary
user story

Where your
interaction
design 
challenge is
– In this part’s
design, use the
silver bullets
from Friday

Mark an element
this way if you
don’t fully present
its navigation
structure
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More about
everything in 

the tutor 
meetings!


